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Perfect methodology = Randomized Controlled Trial





Why randomized?

• Random assignment of patients to treatments 
provides the strongest possible basis for inference 
about treatment effects.

• Result (outcome) = efficacy



Limitation of RCTs

• Selected patients (homogeneous)

• Setting and monitoring bias 

• Economical limitations 

• Logistical and ethical restrictions 

• Unsuitable for complex treatments studies 

• Inappropriate for thorough evaluation of side 
effects 

• Short duration
S. Saturni et al. / Pulmonary Pharmacology & Therapeutics 27 (2014) 129-38.



Some research question

• The post-operative pain outcome between open 
and laparoscopic hernia repair.

• Employment outcomes for individuals that 
participated in a job training program and those 
that did not.

• The effect on birth weight for babies of mothers 
that smoked relative to those of mothers that did 
not.



Our experience

• EFFICACY AND COST-UTILITY OF ANTIBIOTIC USES 
AND SURGICAL TREATMENTS IN UNCOMPLICATED 
ACUTE APPENDICITIS



Our experience

• MESH FIXATION FOR INGUINAL HERNIA: 
INTEGRATED AND UPDATED DATA OF UMBRELLA 
REVIEW WITH NETWORK META-ANALYSIS AND 
COST-UTILITY ANALYSIS



Randomized controlled trials 
VS

Real world evidence
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Treatment-effects model



What is treatment-effects model

• Treatment-effects estimators estimate the causal 
effect of a treatment on an outcome based on 
observational data (Real world data / evidence).



The concept of causal effect and 
counterfactual





Treatment: T
Ti = indicator of treatment for unit i

• T1 if unit i receive treatment

• T0 if unit i receive no treatment or otherwise

Outcome: Y

Yi : Observed outcome of interest for unit i

.

Potential Outcome: Ydi
Y0i = Potential outcome for unit i without treatment
Y1i = Potential outcome for unit i with treatment



Causal effect
Causal effect is the difference between its two potential outcomes:

Potential outcome means (POM)

αi = Y1i - Y0i

Average treatment effects (ATE)

= E[Y1 - Y0]
= E[Y1i] - E[Y0i] 



i Ti Yi Y1i Y0i i

1 1 3 3 0 3-0 = 3

2 1 1 1 1 1-1 = 0

3 0 0 1 0 1-0 = 1

4 0 1 1 1 1-1 = 0

E[Y1] 1.5

E[Y0] 0.5

E[Y1 -Y 0] 1



The main concept of counterfactual



The main concept of counterfactual

• How would the outcomes have changed had the 
mothers who smoked chosen not to smoke?

• How would the outcomes have changed had the 
mothers who didn’t smoke chosen to smoke?
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Regression Adjustment.

Inverse Probability Weighting

Inverse Probability weighting with 

Regression Adjustment  
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Near-Neighbor matching

6 Propensity score matching



SSimple

Regression adjustment

Inverse probability weight

Natural based 

Method

Inverse probability weight
with regression 
adjustment

Augmented onverse
probability weight

Double Robust 

Method

Near-neighbor matching

Propensity score 
matching

Matching Method



Regression adjustment: RA

Treatment assignments and considered outcome



Regression adjustment: RA

• Command
• teffects ra (outcome) (treatment), pomeans

• teffects ra (outcome) (treatment), ate



The inverse probability weighting: IPW 

Prefer to model the treatment assignments process 
and not specify a model for the outcome.



The inverse probability weighting 



• Command
• teffects ipw (outcome) (treatment covariate), pomeans

• teffects ipw (outcome) (treatment covariate), ate

The inverse probability weighting 



Inverse Probability Weighting with 
Regression Adjustment: IPWRA

Covariates Covariates



• Command
• teffects ipwra (outcome covariate) (treatment covariate), pomeans

• teffects ipwra (outcome covariate) (treatment covariate), ate

Inverse Probability Weighting with Regression 

Adjustment: IPWRA



The augmented IPW: AIPW 

• AIPW estimators adds a bias-correction term to the 
IPW estimator.

• If the treatment model is correctly specified, the 
bias-correction term is 0 and the model is reduced 
to the IPW estimator. 

• If the treatment model is misspecified but the 
outcome model is correctly specified, the bias-
correction term corrects the estimator. 



The augmented IPW: AIPW 



The augmented IPW 

• Command
• teffects aipw (outcome covariate) (treatment 
covariate), pomeans aequations

• teffects aipw (outcome covariate) (treatment 
covariate), ate



Nearest-neighbor matching: NNM

• NNM used distance between covariate patterns to 
define “closest”



Nearest-neighbor matching: NNM

• Command
• teffects nnmatch (outcome covariate) (treatment)



Propensity-score matching: PSM

• PSM matches on an estimated probability of 
treatment known as the propensity score. 

• There is no need for bias adjustment because we 
match on only one continuous covariate. 

• PSM has the added benefit that we can use all the 
standard methods for checking the fit of binary 
regression models prior to matching.



Propensity-score matching: PSM

• Command
• teffects psmatch (outcome) (treatment covariate)



Start the practice.



• Download database from ceb-rama.org

• Open database with STATA



How to choose among the six estimators

From example: Mother (smoker vs non-smoker) 
causal effect birth weight

Estimators ATE

RA -277.06

IPW -275.56

IPWRA -229.97

AIPW -230.99

NNM -210.06

PSM -229.45



How to choose among the six estimators

1. Under correct specification, all the 
estimators should produce similar results. 
(Similar estimates do not guarantee correct 
specification because all the specifications 
could be wrong.)



How to choose among the six estimators

2. When you know the determinants of treatment 
status, IPW is a natural base-case estimator.

3. When you instead know the determinants of the 
outcome, RA is a natural base-case estimator.

4. The IPW estimators are not reliable when the 
estimated treatment probabilities get too close to 
0 or 1.



How to choose among the six estimators

5. The doubly robust estimators, AIPW and IPWRA, 
give us an extra shot at correct specification.

6. When you have lots of continuous covariates, 
NNM will crucially hinge on the bias adjustment, 
and the computation gets to be extremely 
difficult.

7. When you know the determinants of treatment 
status, PSM is another base-case estimator.




